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Introduction 

 To the newcomer, experiencing an 

online multiplayer game is like discovering a 

remote village. The customs of its inhabitants 

can be readily harvested from the interactions 

of this relatively unexamined group. 

Observation and analysis of group activities 

can be conducted with minimal interference 

and in an environment as sterile as a Petri 

dish. The online game provides both the 

ability to peer into a cultural setting as if 

through a microscope lens, while also offering 

the capability to immerse oneself interactively 

with the community. The curious aspect of 

online games, however, emerges from the 

diversity of their members due to the 

accessibility of the game locales to a myriad 

of users.  Princeton‟s wordnet describes 

culture as being “the attitudes and behavior 

that are characteristic of a particular social 

group or organization.” In the following paper 

I examine how social groups are constructed 

within the framework of an online multiplayer 

game and note characteristics that those 

groups claim in defining the portion of their 

identity which they derive from the online 

game.  In its essential form, all human social 

interaction consists of two or more human 

beings communicating through a medium.  As 

the medium alters the methods of 

communication, participants invent methods 

for communicating and formulate criteria for 

network formation.  The groups formed in the 

environment of online videogames mirror 

those which draw their identity from a variety 

of other networks and present an observable 

model of those networks.  Observing this 

network of online gamers provides insight 

into the dynamics of all social networks.  

Throughout this paper, cultural exchange will 

refer to the exchange of two participants of a 

community through the medium in which the 

network is established (Silverman, 1998).  In 

most cases examined by this research, this 

medium will be text which is transmitted over 

the internet through a game‟s chat interface.  
 

Culture on Tap 

 A British band called The Buggles 

said it best when they sang their 1979 tune 

“Video Killed the Radio Star”.  They were 

keen enough to identify changing trends in 

their time, and though their song might be 

exaggerated, a similar trend is prevalent 

today; the internet might just kill the TV star.  

Youtube, an internet video website, sports a 

name that acknowledges the internet‟s role in 

redefining the medium in which our ideas are 

aired.  Its aim is to emulate television by 

allowing individual video makers to share 

their homebrewed creations with the world.  

On youtube, anyone with their own 

camcorder and an internet connection can 

create a channel and begin broadcasting to the 

masses.  The channels are convenient for 

viewers because they aren‟t dependent on 

timeslots and airtimes; the videos are 

available for watching at any time.  Videos of 

this type, hosted online and always available, 

have come to be known as Videos on 

Demand, or VODs. The development of 

VODs is part of an online trend in 

entertainment and communication methods.  

A common way of describing the trends in 



internet interactivity is by referring to the 

abstract concept of the internet as “Web 2.0”. 
 

 Web 2.0 is fast upon us.  The term grew 

from a conference held in 2004, which had 

the term in its title.  The idea of Web 2.0 is 

not necessarily an upgrade in technology, but 

the way in which that technology is utilized.  

Specifically, the idea of Web 2.0 is to involve 

users in more interaction with the internet, 

and to add functionality to websites by 

utilizing programming practices such as 

AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript and XML) 

and multi-tier web design. Among the 

products of web 2.0 are websites such as 

youtube, flickr, gmail, and facebook.  These 

sites are feature rich and strongly conducive 

to the web application genre.   
 

 Another result of the web 2.0 ideal has 

been the event of subscription based content.  

Methods such as RSS and ATOM web feeds 

have emerged to allow the syndication and 

aggregation of many types of data.  Webpage 

owners can publish their updates to their 

entire readership automatically, while social 

networks have their own various news feeds 

and updating methods.  Subscribers to 

weblogs (commonly referred to as blogs), 

channels and websites of all kinds can gather 

all of their monitored material to their feed 

reader and peruse the data in one location.  

RSS feeds are not limited to text updates and 

often contain accompanying audio and video 

files.  A popular pastime for web goers has 

been the creation of “podcasts,” which are 

periodic audio recordings that are published 

through feeds to subscribers.  Also, coupling 

an audio commentary with a video resource 

enables viewers to gain a deeper insight of 

what they are watching because of the 

expertise of the commentator, in addition to 

the benefits which arise from commentaries in 

alternate languages which enable viewers to 

further understand a resource which was not 

originally presented in their native language.  

Such commentators are often referred to as 

“casters” because they broadcast or podcast 

the resource with their commentary.  
  
 The accessibility of resources on the 

internet brings the home computer into the 

realm of monumental entertainment devices, 

on par with the likes of the radio and the 

television.  Cultures are melding into one 

decentralized entity that is influenced by users 

around the world, and is waiting to be tapped 

by anyone who turns on their computer.  It is 

in this environment that I explore one avenue 

of this cultural exchange. 
 

Background 

A new wave of cultural sharing has 

emerged in South Korea as professional 

gaming is spotlighted as an industry of 

international sensation.  In particular, the 

game Starcraft has gained widespread 

acclaim, where professional Starcraft games 

are broadcast regularly, with television 

channels dedicated solely to the game 

(Ongamenet and MBCGame).  South Korea 

even goes so far as sponsor a professional 

team for their airforce called Airforce ACE. 

Many of its teams and events are sponsored 

by major multinational corporations, such as 

Samsung, LG, and Intel-Averatec. 
 

 Companies such as gretchcorp (who 

oversees GomTV) have begun the 

mobilization of an online broadcasting 

industry in South Korea.  A majority of their 

television is viewed online via the GomPlayer 

application. For years, the production of these 

games has filtered to the masses outside of 

South Korea by means of youtube uploads, 

and guides designed by community sites to 

download and install Korean television 

players, such as the GomPlayer or the 

DaumPotPlayer. 
 

 With the eventual realization of the 

potential of English casting (broadcasting 

games live with English commentary), a 

league was set up to facilitate English 

broadcasting of Starcraft games.  The 



resulting production saw millions of viewers 

from over one hundred different countries.  

The Korean progamers were astonished to 

find that the “foreign” audience was so keen 

on watching their games, and equally 

surprised by the support which the 

accompanying community sites offered for 

the players. Since 1998, the game developer 

Blizzard has also been astonished by the 

progaming sensation their game has inspired, 

and often holds community events, such as 

BlizzCon. 
 

 One community site, TeamLiquid.net, has 

been corresponding with the Korean 

professional Starcraft teams and setting up 

various events, such as their TLAttack! 

episodes which periodically feature 

professional gamers.  They also arrange for 

occasional shipments of team merchandise to 

the states, and organize meets at international 

events. 
 

 In these communities, the South Koreans 

have found goodwill toward their lifestyles, 

and many avenues for cultural exchange. One 

famous player, Ma Jae-Yoon, who‟s gamer 

ID is sAviOr, declared at the 2008 BlizzCon 

in Anaheim,CA that he would “Destroy all in 

2009.”  The address was significant because 

this statement was spoken in English.  sAviOr 

set aside his fear of speaking in a language 

with which he was not comfortable to further 

his bond with the “foreign” community.  

Many participants in the community plan to 

travel to South Korea, if they have not already 

done so, as a “pilgrimage” to experience the 

Korean culture, and share in a common 

interest in Starcraft.  An American caster who 

lives in Korea and commentates for GomTV, 

named Nick “Tasteless” Plott, jokingly refers 

to Korea as the “holy land” of progaming, and 

often speaks of his adventures in the Korean 

culture while he casts. 
 

 Just as Starcraft exemplifies the 

culmination of multicultural interests, many 

other games facilitate such interactions.  

Possibly the most widely known of which 

being the World of Warcraft (WOW), which 

has been the subject of numerous studies.  

The vast alternate world of interacting players 

has been utilized for articles ranging from 

epidemiological studies (Feffer study) to 

cultural differences in gameplay and social 

dynamics (Nardi, Hybrid Cultural Ecology). 
 

 To satisfy readers‟ curiosity, the 

epidemiological study conducted in WOW 

was researched by Nina Fefferman.  The 

incident occurred when the videogame studio 

Blizzard introduced a raid boss called Hakkar 

the Soulflayer who possessed the ability to 

inflict a character with an infectious debuff (a 

character ailment with negative affects).  

Some creative players figured out a way to 

contract the debuff and spread it into the 

general population, causing disturbances 

within the community, but also giving 

Fefferman the opportunity to study the 

transmission of a disease in a simulated 

environment of citizens. 
 

 The game has become such a popular 

culture icon that it has been included in 

jeopardy questions on multiple occasions and 

spawned many parodies such as the “Make 

Love, not Warcraft” episode of South Park.  

Videogame language penetrates society and 

embodies the ethos of a society that plays 

videogames regularly. 
 

 Each videogame has its own niche within 

the social makeup of communities.  These 

niches often overlap, particularly within the 

same genre of game, or within games from a 

shared production studio (WOW being 

created by Blizzard, patriarch studio of 

Starcraft).  Gamers identify themselves by the 

types of games they play, and use their 

common interests in games to form social 

networks, reaching across normal boundaries 

of stereotypes and cultural differences. A 

publication by the Harvard Center for Mental 



Health and Media asserts that games provide 

a focus for socialization and a source for self 

esteem and pride for their users because of the 

common ground presented in the knowledge 

of the game (Kutner, 2008). 
 

 An organization specifically designed to 

bring videogamers together from around the 

world holds what is essentially the videogame 

Olympics every year.  The World Cyber 

Games (WCG) covers over eighty countries 

and sees millions of participants in its event 

every year.  The motto of the WCG is 

“Beyond the Game,” and the WCG 

emphasizes the breaking down of cultural 

barriers to bring humanity closer.  Their 

mission statement can be found on their 

website, and reads: 
 

“WCG is a comprehensive Digital Culture 

Festival, where language and cultural 

festival barriers are stripped away, and 

international exchange and harmony are 

promoted through extensive events 

including tournaments, conferences, 

exhibitions.” (WCG) 
 

The Game of Starcraft 

 Starcraft is a real time strategy (RTS) 

game where players choose one of three 

distinct races, the Terran, the Zerg, and the 

Protoss.  The players build an army, and 

attempt to destroy their enemies by issuing 

commands to the units under their control.  It 

supports one to eight players, and can be 

played online through Blizzard‟s Battle.net, or 

other (unofficial) gateways, such as the 

International Cyber Cup (ICCUP).  The three 

races possess their own unique units, 

attributes and abilities, which are related to 

their respective storylines in the single player 

“campaign” mode. The battles take place on 

many different types of maps which come 

packaged with the game or are drawn from 

the vast storehouse of user created maps. 
 

My experience 

 I have accumulated approximately three 

thousand Starcraft games over the course of 

four years of gameplay. Estimating the 

average length of a game to be one half-hour, 

yields sixty-two days of gameplay. I am a 

member of Gosugamers.net, TeamLiquid.net, 

and SC2GG.com, which are web based 

communities founded upon the game of 

Starcraft. Over the past year I have also been 

intrigued by the progaming scene in Korea 

and have been excitedly watching the English 

casted games from GomTV and SC2GG.com 

(I‟ve watched every English casted game 

from the Gom Classic for all seasons). 
 

Conversation Analysis  

 Conversation Analysis, sometimes 

referred to as Discourse Analysis, oif which it 

is a component part, is a multi-faceted 

methodology for evaluating dialog.  The field 

of Conversation Analysis encompasses many 

different techniques and concepts such as turn 

taking, sequence organization, repair, and 

action formation.  Turn taking has become 

widely accepted for its prevalence in 

conversations of many languages as an 

inherent part of dialog, and is studied for its 

impact on conversations.  Early work in the 

field of Conversation Analysis is attributed 

primarily to Harvey Sacks, with additional 

credit given to his colleagues Emanuel 

Schegloff and Gail Jefferson.  Their work was 

acclaimed during the infant years of 

Conversation Analysis and established 

foundational works for the field.  
 

 Their primary work concerned turn taking 

in conversation, observing the usage of 

leading questions, and preliminary greeting 

ceremonies.  The work also included analysis 

of the order and timing of questions and 

responses and the interplay of conversation as 

a function of circumstances.  Though many of 

the conversations which I‟ve collected utilize 

these elements, some of them are impossible 

to recount with the given methodological 

framework.   



 

 The chat logs present the conversation in 

plain text, with no visual or auditory cues to 

the participants.  When introducing her 

research on 1337 speak, Anne Engert 

describes her material, which is very similar 

to the data examined here, as being: “in an 

environment that strips conversation of all its 

physical properties—gesture, inflection, and 

facial expression—so that text must stand 

alone.” (Engert, 1)  In order to compensate for 

this lack of stimuli, players will creatively add 

phrases, or character combinations called 

“emoticons” which carry meta-meanings to 

fill in the context of a response or statement. 

For example, an emoticon might look like this 

d: - D to denote happiness, or like this >< to 

denote frustration in either a humorous or 

occasionally serious fashion (depending on 

the rest of the context). Additionally, the 

order of responses, and delay between 

responses cannot be accurately measured 

because of the latency which results from 

typing responses and network delays.  In 

verbal conversation, an individual can begin 

their response in a very short amount of time, 

perhaps by simply beginning to open their 

mouth, or inhaling deeply.  These cues simply 

do not exist in the framework of the collected 

data, leading to more frequent overlaps of 

conversation turns and increased presence of 

conversational repair.  Repair occurs when a 

meaning is misinterpreted, or incorrectly 

communicated.  Typos and rapidly changing 

context (in relation to the speed of the typist) 

require additional corrections and hints to the 

reader, which I attempt to discuss in my 

analysis.   
 

 Therefore, instead of strong emphasis on 

the turn taking aspects of the dialogs, I will be 

discussing other aspects of the conversational 

analysis method, particularly focusing on 

context.  In a publication reflecting on the 

work of Oliver Sacks, David Silverman 

describes another integral aspect of 

conversational analysis in this excerpt: 

 

 “As with the return of greetings, 

responses to reciting proverbs show that 

when we speak we do far more 

complicated things than simply confirming 

assertions and/or emptying out the 

contents of our minds. Instead, it seems 

that what we say will be heard in terms of 

its position in this particular 

conversational „space‟ – after a previous 

turn in the light of a possible next turn.”
     

     

    

 (Silverman, 9) 
 

The conversational „space‟ that Silverman 

describes will be the space of the Starcraft 

Universe throughout this paper, and I will 

draw in many resources from this contextual 

space to aid in the analysis of the texts.  
 

Methods 

 Throughout my gameplay experience I 

have acquired a working knowledge of the 

Starcraft community.  I have saved several 

chatlogs through the use of a command from 

a third-party add-on called “ChaosLauncher.” 

The chats were taken at random intervals over 

the past eight months. Battle.net has gateways 

designed to deliver the best service (in regards 

to network latency) for certain regions of the 

world.  These chats were taken from the 

gateway designed to service the western 

United States.  The gateway from which the 

logs were taken is divided into channels of up 

to forty users each. Users can select which 

channel they want to move into by typing the 

name of the channel in the channel text field 

or selecting from a list of Blizzard‟s pre-made 

channels, provided that channel isn‟t 

restricted or full.  Players are initially placed 

in a generic channel that is numbered and 

incremented based on the amount of activity 

on Battle.net.  A new “home channel” is 

created for each group of forty players that 

join Battle.net and stay in a “home channel.” 

Most players choose to select a channel where 

they can find their clan members exclusively, 

or an agreed upon meeting channel, in order 



to avoid the unnecessary chatter or frequent 

spamming of “bots” (see below for an 

explanation of terms) in the main channel.  

Players will often drift between channels as 

they are invited into new ones, and meet new 

players who know of another channel that 

friends frequent.  The very existence of 

popular channels is intriguing from the 

standpoint of social networks (more 

discussion to follow).  The chats were taken 

from a channel known to have an average of 

twenty players during normal hours of play.  

The conversations were taken candidly, with 

no participation on my behalf.  I merely sat in 

the channel and went away from the computer 

while random players engaged in 

conversation within the framework of the 

channel.   
 

 It is important to note that the channel is a 

staging area for the actual games.  Players 

congregate in the channel between games in 

order to coordinate their next games, discuss 

strategies, and to converse with other players 

regarding various topics.  
 

 In addition to the chatlogs that I collected, 

I utilized my local network of gamer friends 

to gather supplementary chatlogs from 

various videogames.  I sent out an email to 

fifteen of my peers who I suspected play 

multiplayer online videogames, and requested 

that they send me any logs that they could 

acquire.  I gave instructions to listen in on 

guild channels, and general player chat 

channels in order to gain the highest amount 

of conversation in their logs.  I also suggested 

that they might want to find locations with 

high concentrations of new players (noobs) in 

order to observe the behavior of a wide 

assortment of players, both veteran and noob 

alike.  In response, I received a plethora of 

logs from a space-themed massively 

multiplayer online roleplaying game 

(MMORPG) entitled “Eve,” a clan 

administrator‟s random selection of logs for 

servers of the First Person Shooters (FPS) 

Battlefiled 2 and Battlefield 2142, and a 

monitored conversation from an MMORPG 

called Ragnarok. 
 

 The volume of text was of such a 

magnitude (~250MB!) that I was unable to 

read all of the collected material.  Samples 

were taken at random from files that proved 

to be full of conversation involving high 

ratios of player chat to “bot” messages.  Bots 

are programs created to function within a 

given chat framework and designed to inject 

specific advertisement information so that 

anyone participating in chat will view the 

information.  Many of the files consisted 

almost entirely of messages generated by 

advertisement bots or server announcements 

and were relatively bereft of user 

conversation.  Those files were omitted from 

this analysis. The remaining files, still being 

of considerable volume, were arranged by the 

file size.  A majority of the files were 

recorded by automated chat-logging functions 

of the games at regular intervals, which 

resulted in a larger file size for files more 

dense with conversation.  Samples were then 

taken from the more populated files 

randomly, with a preference for Starcraft 

files, due to my more complete knowledge of 

the intricacies of that particular game.   
 

 In order to filter out the unwanted 

overhead data (such as server announcements, 

bot advertisements, or meta-information about 

who enters or joins the channel) I created a 

java program to find, replace, and remove 

unwanted text.  I used the program to run 

various filtering techniques on sample 

passages of text. 

 The logs have been preserved in their 

original form to the extent that the privacy of 

the observed participants would allow, 

excluding extraneous information that was 

filtered.  All names were changed, including 

clan names/tags, and references to names 

within the dialog.  I have attempted to 

substitute analogous names and references to 



names in order to maintain the subtleties of 

the conversations.  Substituted identifying 

information within the text will appear in 

curly brackets {pseudoName}, while 

additional context will be added with square 

brackets [missing word/letter]. Angled 

brackets <> are included in the original text to 

denote the user who created the displayed 

message, and I use square brackets within 

angled brackets to substitute clan information. 

Example: <username[clanname]>message. 
 

Social Hierarchy 
<Tutut>  whats up  

<Weevil>  yo 

<Tutut>  hows it goin {Weevil} 

<Weevil>  bored 

<Weevil>  ness  

<Tutut>  d*** that sucks 

<Tutut>  r u guys playin games? 

<Weevil>  not yet 

<Tutut>  oh 

<Tutut>  till when? 

<Weevil>  bout half an hour 

<Tutut>  alright then 

<Tutut>  b back in half an hour 

<Weevil>  ight 

 

 To start off, we see a simple example of 

social networking, and game coordination.  It 

is evident that the two players are already 

acquainted with each other, and familiar 

enough that they exchange greetings and 

organize a time to play a game together.  

Tutut mentions “u guys” in reference to 

additional players that Tutut and Weevil 

regularly play with.  Players generally find 

groups of players that they know from their 

real life experiences and those that they meet 

while playing pub games (games open to the 

public) to form networks of gaming friends. 
 

 A popular WOW webcomic called 

Looking For Group captures a trend in WOW 

which is characterized by the phrase “lfg” and 

means “looking for group.” The comic 

recognizes the gravitation of online gamers 

towards each other and groups, be it 

facilitated by the game mechanisms or not. 

An excerpt from the comic is displayed below 

(lfgcomic.com, Vol. I p.12): 

 

 
 



The key line “interesting friends you‟ve 

made” captures the aura of lfgcomic as it 

follows the unlikely group of adventurers 

through a fantasy world that mirrors the world 

of warcraft universe.  The comic highlights 

the formation of social structures within the 

environment of games, and satirizes the wide 

variety of personality types that players may 

possess while still being able to cooperate and 

function as one group.  In this example you 

have both the kind-hearted yet naïve “Pinky” 

who seeks only good and justice paired up 

with the dubious sociopath Richard who is 

bent on destruction and mayhem.  The comic 

exhibits self-referencing humor while also 

referencing the game WOW and the greater 

realm of multiplayer games, and as a product 

of a particular gaming community does its 

part in characterizing the zany social 

structures that result from multiplayer online 

gaming.  The next chatlog excerpt further 

showcases group structure and dynamics. 
 

<Leyenda[Lucky]> {Lucky} sucks 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> lol 

<SuperSpeed> ahahahaa 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> im bored already 

<SuperSpeed> imma tell {tom} 

<SuperSpeed> u saed hat 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> go ahead 

<SuperSpeed> that 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> i dont care 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> they need me n**** 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> xD 

<SuperSpeed> ya you do.... 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> ive said it 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> infront of them 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> arleady 

<Blue_Whiskey> lol 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> i even say like {leader} 

sucks 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> etc... 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> they don care 

< Leyenda[Lucky]> lol 
                                                                                                                                                    
 Here we see that Leyenda and SuperSpeed 

both recognize the status of being in a clan as 

an important social symbol.  Leyenda starts 

the conversation by jokingly discrediting his 

own clan because the skill level of its players 

is not of the caliber that he believes a clan 

should have.  SuperSpeed then responds by 

appealing to the authority of a prominent 

leader in clan Lucky.  Leyenda, however, 

subverts the authority of the leader in order to 

showcase his skill as a member so valuable to 

the clan that they could not afford to lose him.  

He promotes his Starcraft prowess as an 

important element of the clan Lucky, and uses 

that as a reason to joke with other players 

about his clan.  Leyenda develops his ego 

through the virtual space of the game, and 

interjects “lol” after each statement of 

judgment upon his clan and clan members.  

This is done to soften the sentiment that his 

clan members play the game poorly, or with 

lesser capabilities than Leyenda claims he can 

play.  The “lol” is used here as a device to 

soften what would normally seem a very 

harsh statement, which reflects his respect for 

the other players and his clan, despite their 

skill level. Note that this segment of 

conversation does not cast judgment on those 

who do not belong to a clan, but does imply 

that the clan in which a player is a member 

reflects the reputation of that clan on the 

player. Also note that the usage of 

conversational repair (following the mistyped 

“that”) is interjected at a random time after 

the commission of the error, most likely after 

the error was noticed by the typist. 

 

Clans and Reputation 
<Infestor[Butterfly]> the other clan {Clany} 

came here started bming[bad manners, bad 

mouthing] all 

<SuperSpeed> ya 

<SuperSpeed> {wayward} 

<SuperSpeed> and  

<SuperSpeed> some other dude 

<Infestor[Butterfly]> {chromosome} and 

{leader} and me [L]ost to those noobs 

<SuperSpeed> {quiet}? 

<SuperSpeed> nice 

<Stuff[Butterfly]> They're all {Swandive} 

<SuperSpeed> haahahahaha 

<SuperSpeed> figures 



<Infestor[Butterfly]> and so clan 

{buttersworth} and  them went 2 

 game in row 

<Stuff[Butterfly]> {Sneezy  Lashes} and 

{Wayward} are 

 {Swandive} 

<Infestor[Butterfly]> guess who got raped 

<Infestor[Butterfly]> lol 

<SuperSpeed> thats it 

<Infestor[Butterfly]> {Clany} got raped 

<Infestor[Butterfly]> lol 

<SuperSpeed> LOL 

<SuperSpeed> nice 

<Infestor[Butterfly]> sup {stuffy} 

<SuperSpeed> u got the rep 

<Infestor[Butterfly]> i do 
 

 Most clans on Starcraft regard each other 

with mutual respect, while still fostering 

healthy rivalries.  Here we see an account of 

clan rivalry in action, as Infestor retells a 

series of events that he witnessed.  First he 

tells of how members of the clan Clany 

entered the channel and began demonstrating 

bad manners, probably putting down 

members of other clans who were in the 

channel at the time.  SuperSpeed corroborates 

the story by adding the IDs (the names of the 

players) of the Clany members who came into 

the channel.  Infestor continues and mentions 

that he and a couple of other clan members 

(Leader being a member of clan Lucky) lost 

to the haughty Clany members, while 

backhandedly calling them noobs (unskilled 

players).  The conversation takes a brief aside 

as SuperSpeed asks about other members of 

the community, and then continues with 

Infestor‟s story.  Infestor recounts how clan 

Buttersworth then challenged the Clany 

members and “raped” them.  “Rape” in this 

context is a word whose meaning has deviated 

from the common meaning of the word in 

English.  Here, “rape” refers to a sound 

defeat, in which one side dominated the other 

in gameplay. Though it is sometimes used to a 

further extent to imply sexual undertones, that 

is not the case in this example.  The rest of the 

clan members express their enthusiasm for the 

defeat of the poorly- mannered Clany 

members because that defeat represents the 

preservation of the reputation of the members 

who frequent this channel.  Infector concludes 

by mentioning that he has the rep (the saved 

replay file of the match) as proof of the 

validity of the games and so that anyone 

interested can watch. 
 

 This event also served to reinforce 

understood rules of the community that 

require respectful treatment of other players.  

It is generally accepted that having “bad 

manners” is a negative quality for Starcraft 

players.  This ideal is echoed in the ICCUP 

server especially, where manners are 

emphasized.  A particularly frustrating 

strategy in the game, dubbed the “manner 

pylon” makes the importance of manners 

more evident.  The name serves as a reminder 

for the victims of the strategy to maintain 

good manners, while humorously 

acknowledging the impulse to exercise bad 

manners in frustrating situations. 
 

Strategy and Analysis 
<Rebel> {super} 

<Rebel> you have to learn never let 

 a zerg grow 

<BiSu> lol 

<BiSu> ya {spr} [SuperSpeed] 

<SuperSpeed> i told himthat 

<SuperSpeed> no s*** 

<BiSu> never let a zerg grow 

<freaky> {speeeddddd} 

<SuperSpeed> LOL 

<Rebel> lol 

<SuperSpeed> sup sup? 

<Rebel> i was too big 

<Reaver> OMG [Oh my God] 

<Rebel> for both you  

<SuperSpeed> omfg [Oh my f****** God] 

<Reaver> water [I‟m going to go get some 

water] 

<freaky> o.o 

<BiSu> {allen} 

<Cashew> sup {speed} 

<BiSu> u bak 

<BiSu> ?? 



<Reaver> who is {bisu}? 

<SuperSpeed> my f***** storms never 

went 

 off...cept once 

<Rebelt> gg {spped} [SuperSpeed] 

<SuperSpeed> sup {cashew} 

<BiSu> im new  

<Reaver> mmm 

<Reaver> tf 

<SuperSpeed> gg bv [good game] 

<Rebel> gg [good game] 

<Rebel> man 

<Rebel> that was hard for me 

<SuperSpeed> lol 

<SuperSpeed> brb [Be right Back] 
 

 Here we see a complicated segment 

involving several parallel portions of 

conversation.  The main strand of 

conversation involves the discussion of 

general strategy, while another minor strand 

of the conversation includes the introduction 

of a new player in to the channel.  The 

conversation starts off with Rebel, after the 

conclusion of a match between Rebel and 

Bisu versus SuperSpeed and another player.  

Rebel starts by mentioning that letting a 

player who chooses the Zerg race play for a 

long enough time without harassing their 

bases allows them to become powerful and 

“big” so that they are difficult to defeat.  

SuperSpeed, whom you have seen in a fair 

number of these excerpts, plays the game 

quite frequently, which accounts for the high 

occurrence of his name in these logs.  

SuperSpeed responds that he tried to inform 

his teammate of this information during the 

game. SuperSpeed‟s partner was likely a pub 

(a random public player that SuperSpeed did 

not know).  Several other players enter the 

conversation to exchange greetings, and 

announce that they will be away from the 

keyboard while they get a drink of water.  

SuperSpeed adds the fact that his strategy 

included casting the spell “Psionic Storm” or 

“storms”, which is effective against zerg 

units, but he missed.  He implies that the 

outcome of the game would have been 

different had his storms been more accurately 

placed.  The players exchange “gg” (good 

game) as a sign of sportsmanship as Reaver is 

introduced to the new player in the channel, 

BiSu. 
 

 Here players discuss how to defeat a Zerg 

player, specifically highlighting their 

weakness to the Protoss spell Psionic Storm, 

and the timing required to make an effective 

attack (earlier as opposed to later).  The game 

Eve shows a parallel structure of leadership, 

and tactics in the following conversation: 
 

Side > jump? 

Drake > Give a primary 

jet > just target 

Drake > Drake > Give a primary 

Murky > go go go 

pabb > man this is cool 

DPaw > INVITE {BOOLEAN RUSH} 

Krystal > PRIMARY {RONSON} 

jet > anything and shoot m8 

Krystal > SECOND {CROWN 42} 

Drake > cyno up 

Drake > {ronson} 

Crow > This sounds awful. 

DPaw > invite {BOOLEAN RUSH} 

Drake > primary 

Krystal > PRIMARY {RONSON} 

Drake > all dmg [damage] on {ronson} 

Krystal > SECOND {SCARED} 

Drake > gogo 

dale > LOL JUMP IN 2 MINS LOL 

SupremeAce> lol their fleet sucks 

Krystal> FLEET STAY ON GATE 

GreatTed > thats not it 

Azaeroth Monkey > ITS RED 

ALLIANCE!!!!! 

Krystal > PRIM {WINGGIN} 

LandLubber > why did you sit this side when 

thats all they had? 

Krystal > DO NOT ENGAGE THAT 

NEUTRAL CARRIER 

Krystal > FLEET APPROACH GATE 
 

This chat was taken from the fleet channel, 

where members of the same fleet talk about 

their strategies.  Krystal takes on a leadership 

position, as a knowledgeable player and 



assigns primary and secondary targets to the 

members of fleet.  Drake assumes a role of 

second in command.  This segment 

demonstrates the need for hard and fast rules 

in game situations, and the need for a clearly 

defined chain of command.  It is especially 

apparent that Krystal is in charge by the last 

two instructions to the fleet to refrain from 

engaging a neutral unit, as it will likely cause 

the fleet more trouble than it is worth. 
 

 The players value strategies that are 

effective and will benefit both the group and 

the individual within the confines of the 

game, and yet they also value information 

they can glean from game interactions that 

benefit them “in real life” (commonly called 

“IRL” in game terms.)  In this way, the game 

life of the player interfaces with the non-game 

life of the player; the two worlds interlace. 

The following are examples of interactions 

that bleed through the game interface into the 

player‟s real life scenarios: 
 

Real Life  
<Milk> damn 

<Base> sucked 

<brool)> make 

<Base> sry man 

<Milk> raped 

<Base> yeah 

<Base> new map 

<BiSu> oops 

<Base> + one hand 

<Base> no good for me 

<brool)> mf make  a game 

<brool)> ? 

<Milk > why one hand 

<Base> i gotta get going for now 

<Milk> xd 

<Base> but i'll be on later 

<Milk> oh kk 

<Base> i told you 

<Base> lol 

<Base> my son 

<Base> was being fussy 

<Milk> lol 

<brool)> mf 

<Base> so i had to hold him 

<brool)> create 

<Base> 5 mo old 

<Milk> ooohhh 

<Quiet> lol 

<Milk> lil [lol] 

<Base> aight man... later 
 

Here we see a player discussing physical 

circumstances outside of the game framework 

that affected his performance in the previous 

game.  Base apologizes to his allies from the 

previous game because he was only able to 

use one of his hands to control his game due 

to his fussy son.  Base also shares part of his 

personal life by mentioning that he has a son, 

and shares further when he says that his son is 

5 months old.  The final snippet of 

conversation I have selected for this article 

further demonstrates the bridging of game 

conversations to real life situations: 
 

<two5ive>  I can cook alot of things 

<Mazda(zizo)>  so can i 

 <JohnnyBiggs>  i can only cook spagetti 

 <JohnnyBiggs>  but the noodles always suck 

 <two5ive>  Come to my house ill give you a 

  decent meal 

<JohnnyBiggs>  gimme some steak 

<JohnnyBiggs>  and a baked potatoe 

<JohnnyBiggs>  and some corn bread 

<JohnnyBiggs>  and koolaid 

 <two5ive>  Wait for the water to boil 

<two5ive>  then put pasta in 

 <JohnnyBiggs>  i put 

 <Mazda(zizo)>  wow 

<JohnnyBiggs>  some oil 

<JohnnyBiggs>  too 

 <two5ive>  wait for 25 mins 

 <Mazda(zizo)>  thats like pho 

 <Mazda(zizo)>  man 

<JohnnyBiggs>  i do wait 

<JohnnyBiggs>  for it to boil 

 <Mazda(zizo)>  no u dont 

 <two5ive>  you dont wait long enough sir 
 

In this part of the conversation, Johnny gets a 

lesson in cooking, as he announces that he can 

only cook spaghetti that has sub-par noodles.  

Mazda and two5ive help by giving Johnny a 

simple tutorial for noodle making.  Mazda 



mentions that making the noodles is just like 

making pho (a traditional Vietnamese dish). 

Johnny eases the embarrassment of his poor 

noodle cooking skills by demanding many 

types of food from two5ive as he explains the 

steps for boiling noodles.  two5ive softens the 

commanding impact of the instructions 

towards the end by appending the word “sir” 

to the directive.  
  

While gamers in a community learn from 

one another in the lobby between games, they 

also learn about cultural oddities from 

broadcasted events centered around their 

game.  The following is a portion of a 

transcript from a commentary delivered with 

a GomTV game by two casters.  The 

commentary is a conversation between Nick 

“Tasteless” Plott and “Little” Susie Kim 

where they briefly discuss Korean culture. 
 

LittleSusie: Alright that says you know 

tayoga sarang he  

Tasteless: Best of best 

LittleSusie: Best of the best 

Tasteless: clever signs anyone? 

LittleSusie: That means, umm that means 

you know they're just proclaiming their 

love for best, basically 

Tasteless: That's what I gathered as well. I 

think umm.. 

LittleSusie: There's a good word for you 

guys to know in Korean. Sarang he means I 

love you, so.. 

Tasteless: Sarang he? 

LittleSusie: Ya, there you go. So they're all 

proclaiming their love for Best because 

they love him. 

Tasteless: What a baller. 

LittleSusie: What a baller he's got a choice 

of like...I don't even know how many girls 

are in here. 

Tasteless: He's seriously got at least two 

control groups of women down here. 
 

 Tasteless and Susie read one of the signs 

that were held up in the audience during a 

match that Best (a starcraft player) was 

participating in.  They translate the Korean 

characters into English for the audience and 

teach them an important phrase in Korean: “I 

love you”.  They also tie the new information 

to the game of Starcraft afterward by 

mentioning that Best has two “control 

groups” of women to choose from.  They 

utilize a sort of Starcraft communication 

protocol by making jokes that refer to game 

aspects to make the audience feel at ease. A 

control group is a grouping of 12 units in 

Starcraft, so Tasteless is suggesting that Best 

has around two dozen female fans present in 

the vicinity of the sign.  Many of the casts 

from Gom provide information about Korean 

culture that foreign viewers do not know. 

Many of the exchanges also involve the 

former professional Starcraft team coach 

“SuperDanielMan”.  The commentaries 

include currency conversion into soju bottles 

(apparently a popular Korean drink), 

descriptions of PC Bong computer cafes, a 

Korean dish called kimchee, an account of the 

phenomenon where deodorant is absent in 

Korean culture-- only being found at large 

supermarkets, and many more. 
 

Conclusion 

 The identities of individual players are 

derived from the networks in which they 

claim membership and which accept the 

individual into the network.  Globalization 

rises from the increase in electronic networks 

which require only connectivity to the 

network and mutual acceptance of the 

members.  The games examined above serve 

as a model for all social networks and display 

characteristics that can be considered in the 

examination of any network 
 

 Videogame communities take on 

distinct structures with leadership roles that 

promote well mannered play.  They also value 

individuality and place importance on 

personal reputation.  They value strategies 

that benefit their members both in the game 

and IRL, and the community possesses a self-

correcting mechanism to promote their 

desired “good manner” play.  Throughout 



their play experiences, game users form 

intricate social networks that support their 

sense of ownership of a group, and contribute 

towards the self esteem of the individual, 

shaping their identity in the framework of 

such societies.  These groups give rise to 

cultural dispersion in the form of localized 

norms, standards and habits.  Because of the 

impact on the Starcraft community created by 

the progaming realm in Korea (BiSu, from 

one of the chat segments, is an emulation of a 

famous professional Protoss player in Korea 

named Bisu[Shield]) players are encouraged 

to explore the culture of other regions of the 

world.   
 

 With the introduction of online 

multiplayer games, many other genres and 

titles are being exposed to the same 

“transparency of location” for its users.  

Players adopt an attitude that disregards 

location altogether while embracing unity 

through affiliation with a set of gaming 

experiences. These sentiments are reinforced 

by events such as the WCG which provide 

environments for gamers to appreciate 

cultural influences while enjoying a shared 

bond with individuals with whom they would 

otherwise be unfamiliar.  In sum, the common 

interest in videogames serves as a basis for 

furthering intercultural relationships across 

the world. 
  

Suggested Future Studies 

 The results of this study suggest a 

wealth of ideas for future studies in a range of 

fields.  The environment in which gamers 

construct social networks provides data that is 

more readily recordable (and computable) 

than information from real life.  The ease with 

which an entire conversation can be saved for 

future analysis establishes such records as  

promising research tools for conversational 

analysis.  Aside from that, friendships and 

network structures are concretely recorded in 

the servers which contain them.  Future 

studies on the structures of networks such as 

battle.net could shed light on theories such as 

the “small world” theory, which includes the 

concept that the social network of humankind 

is separated by only six degrees of indirect 

friendship “edges”.   
 

 Additional studies could include an 

analysis of intentional information-sharing or 

information-withholding and the purposes of 

such practices. For example, an analysis of 

gender roles in games, and the usage of 

gender “switching” in order to attempt to gain 

a strategic advantage in the game would be an 

interesting study. 
 

 Finally, as game technology progresses, 

games approach levels of communication 

which are comparable to real life 

interchanges.  A series of tests performed to 

compare voice chat (discussions held through 

voice servers such as ventrillo) to text chat, or 

even to video chat,  could produce valuable 

information regarding artifacts of the 

mediums used for the discussions.  This 

information could also enumerate aspects of 

real life communication that were not 

previously observable without the contrast of 

such technologies and their methods of 

communication.  The inquiry into human 

networks and communication would be 

greatly benefited by these and many other 

such studies utilizing the networks as they 

continue to form themselves in an accessible 

manner through the videogame platform. 
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